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Introduction

You’ll notice the Boardish report layout has
changed as we try to make it more visual
and show you exactly what you need to for
knowledge-transfer and understanding. Our aim
is to keep it brief into bite sized chunks to give
insight into the IT and cyber global landscape.

How we analyse the information
Trend increase and decreases are calculated
based several metrics including ‘presence’ (how
many users added the threat/solution). We
show the difference comparing month-to-month
in our figures unless otherwise specified. 
•

We use anonymous analytics from our users
that doesn’t include personal or company
information.

•

We verify the information validity to make
sure data pollution is not occurring.

•

We have our cyber analyst to review all the
data before entering a report.

This report:
•

Will provide very clear impact of COVID-19
and how our community is quantifying and
dealing with it.

•

Shows the core threats and solutions in the
Boardish infrastructure for the past 6 months
throughout COVID-19.

•

Will also show the GDPR impact on these
specific threats to organisations.

Please note – As Boardish is a new system and data has only been entered since November 2019 from users, we see some big spikes
in trends as new ‘objects’ are added. We expect this to settle down after 12 months and take this into account during analysis.
www.boardish.io
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Report Highlights

The threats we’ve chosen from our infrastructure,
are a great sample representation of the
challenges cyber professionals are facing during
COVID-19 and our data backs this up.

Report focus:
Threats

Solutions

•

Immobility (not being able to work remotely)

•

User Awareness Training

•

Ransomware

•

Identity and Access Management

•

Accidental sharing

•

Remote Conferencing

Highlights
The workdays loss from Ransomware is on a
downward trend which could indicate Boardish
users are getting their budgets approved to
combat this impact.
In Identity and Access Management (IAM)
solutions we saw a big focus on “Conditional
access solutions” which are an Identity solution
that allowed basic ‘location-based’ filtering
without the need for VPN. As COVID-19 travel
restrictions were/are in place, it means that the
focus on location was able to be very specific.

www.boardish.io

Many organizations understood that to mitigate
the risk of Immobility, remote conferencing is
the easiest solution to get people connected
and continue working. Even in June we still saw
an 8% increase of more and more companies
adding different remote conferencing software
to their solution list as they try and integrate this
for the long-term.
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The Threat Landscape

In the following slides we are showing the
increase/decrease trends across 6 months for
3 specific threats that were prevalent through
COVID-19.

Threats:

• Immobility

		• Ransomware
		• Accidental sharing

We are focusing on 3 different metrics:
1.

Presence - How many users are adding
/ removing this threat in the Boardish
Environment

2.

Turnover Days Loss – How many turnover
days are loss (sales loss) from this threat
and how it compares to the previous month.

3.

Workdays Loss – How many workdays were
lost from this threat and how it compares to
the previous month.

www.boardish.io
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Immobility (Not Being Able to Work Remotely) - Threat Analytics

Immobility
Threat Analytics

70%
60%

58%

Threat Presence Trend

50%

Turnover Days Loss

42%

40%

40%

Workdays Loss

30%
20%

17%
11%

10%
0%

10%

10%

5%

3%

May-20

Jun-20

8%
0%

2%

Feb-20

Mar-20

Threat Presence – Barely considered as an IT/
Cyber threat before Feb/March or COVID-19.
Turnover Days Loss- A small spike in April as
businesses acclimatize but less of a turnover
impact.

5%

Apr-20

Workdays Loss – The big spike in April
correlates to the projected first lockdown period,
as well as when companies started to truly
quantify whether to close or adapt to remote
working.

12%
5%
2%

Jul-20

Highlight: Immobility quantification presence
has followed a similar trend to a COVID-19 wave
increase. With a 17% increase at a similar time to
many countries experiencing a second wave or
increase in COVID-19 we can almost difinitively
state the correlation between the two.

*Threats Compared Month-to-month
www.boardish.io
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Ransomware - Threat Analytics

Ransomware Threat Analytics

35%
31%

30%

25%

25%

22%

28%

Threat Presence Trend
24%

Turnover Days Loss

21%

20%

20%
16%

15%
11%

11%

10%

7%

Workdays Loss

18%

12%

11%

7%

5%

5%
0%

0%

Feb-20

Mar-20

Threat Presence – Ransomware has always
been present in organizations but the switch to
remote working, without a similar rise in security
practices has increased presence, threat, and
accounts for the sudden sharp increase.
Turnover Days Loss - A BIG Increase month-onmonth to the spike in May. Whilst the trend is
decreasing, the loss and impact is very high.

Apr-20

May-20

Jun-20

Workdays Loss – Constant growth shows the
impact towards the ability to work and then
ability to make a sale. However the fact we’re
now seeing a reduced workdays loss trend
shows that it’s likely our Boardish ecosystem
users are getting budgets approved for solutions
that reduce that specific impact. The presence
and sales impacts are likely still increasing
because of the various vectors of the threat as
well as the additional reputation lost, and data
breach impact.

Jul-20

Highlight: Ransomware quantification presence
was one of the first threats inputted into
Boardish. But bad actors used COVID-19 and
remote working to exploit additional attack
vectors (mostly phishing). In part because of
the lack of security remotely, as well as added
pressure and lack of focus whilst working
from home. Ransomware has become more
dangerous to companies than ever.

*Threats Compared Month-to-month
www.boardish.io
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Accidental Sharing – Threat Analytics
Accidental Sharing –
Threat Analytics

160%
142%

140%
Threat Presence Trend

120%

Turnover Days Loss

100%

In May it
was crystal
clear how many
sales are lost from
Accidental
Sharing

80%
60%
40%

18%

31%

20%

Workdays Loss

22%
20%

0%

0%

0%

0%

1%

22%
10%

5%
0%
-20%

-20%
Feb-20

Mar-20

Threat Presence – Almost zero presence until
March and then a graduate increase in presence,
we are noticing that only very “Cyber Aware”
companies are adding this threat, we believe
that most non cyber companies do not fully
understand the severity of this threat.
Turnover Days Loss - The huge Spike in May is
very interesting, this is where some companies

Apr-20

May-20

Jun-20

saw the HUGE financial impact of this threat, it
was one these cases that it went from zero to a
hundred in only one month, typical to “new type
of threats”.
Workdays Loss – Very slow and graduate
increase, this threat has a very small impact on
workdays loss.

Jul-20

Highlight: Accidental sharing also had
almost zero presence before the COVID-19
period. It is one of the most obvious “new risks”
because working from home limited security
department oversight. Accidental Sharing
became a standalone threat, not packaged with
Data Leakage but a proper standalone risk. 

*Threats Compared Month-to-month
www.boardish.io
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The Solution Landscape

In the following slides we are showing the
increase/decrease trends across 6 months for
3 specific solutions to combat the highlighted
threats that were prevalent through COVID-19.

Solutions*:

• User Awareness Training

		

• Identity and Access
Management
• Remote Conferencing

We are focusing on 3 different metrics:
1.

Presence - How many users are adding /
removing these solutions in the Boardish
Environment.

2.

TPF – The efficiency of the solution in
mitigating the threat.

*We have categorised solutions and grouped specific vendors
and options together so as not to show bias for a specific
vendor and get the solution TYPE metrics instead. E.g. Remote
conferencing includes statistics for all types of remote
conferencing solutions like Zoom, Teams etc. That were
specifically named in Boardish
www.boardish.io
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User Awareness Training – Solution Analytics
User Awareness Training
- TPF vs Presence

100%
92%

90%
80%

Solution Presence Trend

Efficiency
levels increased
by more than 45%
for 2 consecutive
months

70%
60%
50%

T
 hreat Protection Factor (TPF)
How efficient the soultions is
against the threat

48%
46%

40%
30%
20%
11%

10%

0%

0%

Feb-20

April saw
a huge spike
mostly due to
increased Phishing
in the previous
month

28%

Apr-20

May-20

30%
20%

20%

18%

0% 0%

Mar-20

Presence: User awareness training had a fairly
low presence in the Boardish infrastructure at the
beginning of the year, however it spiked in April.
We suspect having spoken with many users that
this is a result of the increase in working from
home. Many cyber professionals chose to bolster
staff/user knowledge to try to limit the higher risk
of remote working e.g. with phishing.

Jun-20

TPF (Efficiency Level of the Solution Against
Threat): User awareness training is proving
itself in practice and since April we have seen a
decent increase in efficiency. Many companies
who had been previously inputting it, then
increased the effectiveness showing it’s working
in real time.

Jul-20

Highlight: Across our ecosystem, User
Awareness Training was mainly used to mitigate
the following threats:
•

Phishing

•

Data Leakage

•

Accidental Sharing

*Solution comparison month-to-month
www.boardish.io
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Identity and Access Management (IAM) - Solution Analytics

Identity and Access
Management TPF vs Presence

60%
51%

50%
40%
30%

24%

22%

20%

13%

10%
0%

4%

Notice
the parallel
of presence and
efficiency, IAM is
proving its worth
almost instantly!

Solution Presence Trend

35%
26%

25%

25%

T
 hreat Protection Factor (TPF)
How efficient the soultions is
against the threat

18%

8%

0%

Feb-20

Mar-20

Presence - IT and cyber professionals needed to
provide a quick solution for immobility issues and
unsurprisingly, many went to different forms of
IAM solutions. We saw a big focus on “Conditional
access” features which are an Identity solution
that allowed basic ‘location-based’ filtering
without the need for VPN. As COVID-19 travel
restrictions were/are in place, it means that the
focus on location was able to be very specific and
therefore increase efficiency too.

Apr-20

May-20

Jun-20

TPF (Efficiency Level of the Solution Against
Threat): – The parallel increase of presence and
the TPF (efficiency) was something very exciting
for us to see in the data. It shows us that IAM
solutions show almost an instant efficiency of
mitigating a large issue.

Jul-20

Highlights: A huge spike in presence was seen
in Identify and Access Management (IAM)
solutions during COVID-19 where an increase
of people needed to work from home. IAM is
mainly being used to mainly mitigate:
•

Immobility (not being able to work remotely)

•

Data Breach

In our infrastructure.

*Solution comparison month-to-month
www.boardish.io
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Remote Conferencing – Solution Analytics
Remote Conferencing TPF vs Presence

400%
371%

350%
300%

Solution Presence Trend

250%

T
 hreat Protection Factor (TPF)
How efficient the soultions is
against the threat

The winner of
the biggest spike
contest during the
last 6 months

200%
150%
100%

60%

50%

42%
20%

0%

0%

0%

Feb-20

Mar-20

Presence - In April we saw a HUGE spike of 371%
in presence. Many organizations understood
that to mitigate the risk of Immobility, remote
conferencing is the easiest and most costeffective solution to get people connected and
continue working. Even in June we still saw
an 8% increase of more and more companies
adding different remote conferencing
software to their solution list as they try to
integrate it for the long-term.

Apr-20

May-20

14%

8%

Jun-20

TPF - (Efficiency Level of the Solution Against
Threat): We saw a 42% increase in April and then
another 20% in May. From what we’ve seen the
big variation in TPF was because it’s a new form
of ‘mitigation’ and cyber professionals aren’t
exactly sure how efficient it is without testing it in
a real-life scenario.

10%

6%

Jul-20

Highlights:
Remote conferencing is the biggest winner
overall because it wasn’t even considered as a
‘cyber solution’ by most until COVID-19.In the
Boardish ecosystem Remote Conferencing
solutions were mainly used in mitigation against
immobility type threats.

*Solution comparison month-to-month
www.boardish.io
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Regulation Landscape –
GDPR Impact of Threats
In the following slides we are showing the GDPR
impact of 3 specific threats over 6 months.

Threats:

• Immobility

		• Ransomware
		• Accidental sharing

*Currently Boardish only supports GDPR but our
roadmap includes supporting HIPPA, CCPA and other
prominent regulations.

www.boardish.io
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GDPR Impact of Top 3 Threats

6-month GDPR
Impact Trend
Comparison Across 3
Major Cyber Threats

25%
22%

20%

20%
18%

15%
10%

10%

10% 10%

Accidental Sharing

6%
6%

5%
0%

Immobility
3%

0%

0%

3%

2%

2%

0%

-5%

Ransomware

-6%

-10%
Feb-20

Mar-20

Apr-20

May-20

Jun-20

Jul-20

Ransomware:

Accidental Sharing:

Immobility

•

Started with Medium to High impact from
the beginning.

•

•

Immobility was not considered a ‘threat’ with
regulation impact until May 2020.

•

During March and April there was barely any
increase whilst businesses had to focus on
pivoting quickly.

Again started with barely any impact
presence but then spiked in May when
organizations started to address it.

•

•

It stabilized in June as many cyber
professionals addressed this impact via
proxy threats like data leakage and data
breaches which are caused by accidental
sharing and have higher quantifiable impact.

However interesting results from users
showed that Immobility was impacting things
like DSAR requests, increasing risk of data
breaches, leakage, and accidental sharing.

•

In June we saw organizations decreasing
the GDPR impact of the threat, most likely
after bring able to mitigate much of the
immobility issue.

•

However increasing Ransomware threats
became a high priority again from May
onwards.

*Impact shown month-to-month
www.boardish.io
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About Boardish

Quantifying and simplifying the impact of threats,
and solution combinations into a clear dashboard,
Boardish allows for a quick breakdown of various
threat vectors both on-prem and cloud.
The aim is to provide tangible and quantifiable
risk analysis to cyber security and bridge the gap
between IT and the board in a fast-paced and
frequently changing area in business.

Boardish

Input Wizard

Dashboard

Sample Company

How To Use Boardish

|

Logout

PREMIUM QUARTERLY

Threats

Solutions

Threat

Total Threat
Loss

Solution
Contribution
On-Prem

On-Prem
Exposure

Solution
Contribution
In-Cloud

In-Cloud
Exposure

No. of
Solutions

Solution

Total Solution Cost

Data Leakage

$203.87M

$198.98M

$4.89M

$173.29M

$30.58M

3

Microsoft - M365 E5

$206,500.00

$119.48M

$107.54M

$11.95M

$0.00M

$119.48M

1

Meraki - Firewall

$45,000.00

Ransomware

$111.35M

$97.43M

$13.92M

$83.51M

$27.84M

3

Eset - Endpoint Security

$34,500.00

Phishing

$38.65M

$38.07M

$0.58M

$37.49M

$1.16M

4

Veeam - Disaster Recovery

$29,500.00

DenialOfService

$32.12M

$27.30M

$4.82M

$25.70M

$6.42M

2

Fortinet - Fortigate

$24,680.00

Fire-Water
Disaster

Internal -

$15,000.00

UserAwarnessTraining
CloudFlare - DDOSProtection

Annual Company Turnover

Filters

Threat Loss Breakdown

$4,400.00

Total Solution Cost

Regulation Loss

$200,000,000

Salary Loss

Sale Loss

Market Loss

$359,580

Threat Loss Comparison

Solution Costs
200,000

400,000,000

150,000

USD

Boardish is not only revolutionising how cyber
professionals approach the board, sparking the
conversations about risk that we need. It also
shows tangible results in explaining how various
IT and cyber security solutions combat specific
business threats, ultimately improving security
posture.

SampleDashboard1@boardish.io

Premium Quarterly

USD

Boardish allows you to translate your information
on threats and solutions into clear financial risk
figures and full solution costs for decision-makers.

200,000,000

100,000
50,000

CloudFlare - DDO...

Fortinet - Forti...

Internal - UserA...

Eset - Endpoint ...

Veeam - Disaster...

regulationLoss

saleLoss

marketLoss

salaryLoss

Try Boardish for FREE
today by visiting:

Meraki - Firewal...

Microsoft - M365...

0
0

Legend
Phishing

Boardish.io

DenialOfService
Fire-Water Disaster
Ransomware
Data Leakage
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